Abstract-Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) has become an integral part in logistic operations which determines optimal routes for several vehicles to serve customers. The basic version of VRP is Capacitated VRP (CVRP) which considers equal capacities for all vehicles. The objective of CVRP is to minimize the total traveling distance of all vehicles to serve all the customers. Various methods are used to solve CVRP, among them the most popular way is splitting the task into two different phases: assigning customers under different vehicles and then finding optimal route of each vehicle. Sweep clustering algorithm is well studied for clustering nodes. On the other hand, route optimization is simply a traveling salesman problem (TSP) and a number of TSP optimization methods are applied for this purpose. In Sweep, cluster formation staring angle is identified as an element of CVRP performance. In this study, a heuristic approach is developed to identify appropriate starting angle in Sweep clustering. The proposed heuristic approach considers angle difference of consecutive nodes and distance between the nodes as well as distances from the depot. On the other hand, velocity tentative particle swarm optimization (VTPSO), the most recent TSP method, is considered for route optimization. Finally, proposed adaptive Sweep (i.e., Sweep with proposed heuristic) plus VTPSO is tested on a large number of benchmark CVRP problems and is revealed as an effective CVRP solving method while outcomes compared with other prominent methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) has become an integral part in logistic operations which determines optimal routes for several vehicles to serve customers [1] . A proper selection of vehicle routes is very important to promote the economic benefits in operations. VRP is a hard optimization task to minimize total traveling distance of all the vehicles to serve all the customers from a depot. The general constrains of VRP are each customer is serviced exactly once (by a single vehicle) and total load of a route does not exceed capacity of the assigned vehicle [2] .
The basic version of VRP is Capacitated VRP (CVRP) which considers equal capacities for all the vehicles [3] , [4] , [6] . The simplest form of CVRP considers one depot and vehicles depart from the depot at the beginning and return to the depot at the end. In CVRP, all customers have known demands and known locations for the delivery.
CVRP is a complex optimization task and its objective is to minimize the total traveling distance for all vehicles to serve all customers. Mathematically, a CVRP is defined as In this formulation, the objective function is expressed by (1) which states that the total traveling distance of all vehicles (i.e., CVRP cost) is to be minimized. Equation (2) represents the constraint that each customer must be visited once by one vehicle, where v travels from customer i to customer j, and 0 otherwise. A constraint in (5) ensures that the total delivery demands of vehicle v do not exceed the vehicle capacity. Equations (6) and (7) express that vehicle availability should not be exceeded.
Various methods have been investigated to solve CVRP in last few decades. A number of methods are available that optimizes customer assignment under vehicles and routes of the vehicles together [5] . On the other hand, the most popular way of solving CVRP is splitting the task into two different phases: firstly, assigning customers under different vehicles and secondly, finding optimal route for each vehicle [2] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org Among several ways for customer node assignment, Sweep clustering algorithm is well studied due to its simplicity. The algorithm calculates polar angles of all the nodes and then assigns nodes into different clusters according to their angles [5] , [10] . The algorithm can be implemented using two different methods, forward Sweep (i.e., anti-clockwise) and backward Sweep (i.e., clock wise) [8] . On the other hand, route optimization is simply a traveling salesman problem (TSP) and a TSP optimization method is employed for this purpose, in general [8] , [9] .
A number of CVRP studies are available using traditional TSP optimization methods with Sweep clustering. Nurcahyo et al. [8] investigated a Sweep based VRP for public transport of Semarang, Indonesia. Both forward Sweep and backward Sweep are considered for clustering; and route generation is accomplished through nearest neighbour algorithm of TSP. Han and Tabata [9] used Genetic Algorithm (GA) with Sweep algorithm to solve CVRP. In the method, a chromosome of GA is considered as a complete CVRP solution that is prepared from Sweep outcome. Suthikarnnarunai [7] used integer programming to generate TSP routes of Sweep clusters. Author also induced 2-opt exchange to improve a VRP solution exchanging nodes between tours. Aziz et al. [13] is also investigated nearest neighbour algorithm with Sweep clustering to solve CVRP.
Recently, a number of nature inspired swarm intelligence methods are investigated to generate vehicle route as the methods are found efficient to solve TSP. Yousefikhoshbakht and Khorram [11] used ant colony optimization (ACO) on Sweep clusters and then 3-opt local search are used for improving the VRP solutions. Reed et al. [12] investigated ACO with k-means clustering to solve the CVRP associated with collection of recycling waste from households. Venkatesan et al. [14] investigated Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to generate vehicle tour from Sweep clusters. PSO is also investigated in CVRP by Pornsing [4] .
The objective of this study is to investigate effective CVRP solving method through adaptive Sweep where cluster starting angle is adaptive to problem. The most of the Sweep based methods, including the already discussed methods, considered standard Sweep for assigning customers under different vehicles and employed different methods to generate optimal routes for the vehicles. In standard Sweep, cluster formation starts from 0 0 and consequently advances toward 360 0 to assign all the nodes under different vehicles [7] . Problem with such rigid starting is identified that total clusters formation may exceeds total number of available vehicles for some instances. And, starting from different user-defined angles identified better clustering and hence achieved better CVRP solution [17] . In this study, a heuristic approach is developed to identify appropriate starting angle in Sweep clustering. On the other hand, velocity tentative particle swarm optimization (VTPSO), the most recent TSP method, is considered for route optimization. Finally, proposed adaptive Sweep plus VTPSO is tested on a large number of benchmark CVRP problems and outcomes are compared with other prominent methods.
The outline of the remaining paper is as follows. Section II explains the proposed CVRP solving method with adaptive Sweep and VTPSO. Section III is for experimental studies which presents outcomes of the proposed method in solving benchmark CVRPs as well as compares with other related methods. At last, Section IV gives a brief conclusion of the paper.
II. SOLVING CVRP USING ADAPTIVE SWEEP AND VELOCITY TENTATIVE PSO (VTPSO)
This section explains proposed CVRP solving method using adaptive Sweep and VTPSO. At first it explains proposed adaptive Sweep clustering. To make the paper selfcontained, VTPSO, the considered TSP route optimization method, is also explained briefly.
A. Clutering using Adaptive Sweep
Appropriate starting angle for cluster formation is an important matter in Sweep algorithm. Existing studies checked different fixed starting angles. But such trial and check method is required to set for every individual problem [17] . Therefore, as an alternative, a heuristic method is investigated in this study which aim is to identify the appropriate cluster formation starting angle (Ɵs) for a given problem.
The proposed heuristic approach considers angle difference of consecutive nodes in angle basis ordered node list (ONL); and distance between the nodes and distances from the depot. The approach first calculates preference value (pƟ) of each consecutive nodes and maximum pƟ is considered as the outcome of starting angle (Ɵs). Suppose the depot and other two consecutive nodes are D, N1 and N2, respectively. Polar angles of the nodes are Ɵ1 and Ɵ2. The distances of the nodes from the depot are dN1 and dN2; and distance between the nodes is dN12. Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of the matter for better understanding. Preference value (pƟ) for the starting angle between the nodes N1 and N2 means to place the nodes in two different clusters and is calculated using (8) .
In the equation, and are the arbitrary constants to emphasis angle difference and node distances, respectively. According to first part of (8), the preference value increases with angular difference of the nodes (i.e., Ɵ -Ɵ ). The second part of the equation is minimum distance to travel the two nodes from depot. The outcome of the equation (i.e., pƟ value) will be large if both the nodes are far from the depot as well as distance between them is large. On the other hand, pƟ value will be low even larger angle difference when both the nodes are closed to depot. After calculating the pƟ values for all the consecutive nodes, the maximum value is considered as the starting angle. If pƟ value for nodes N1 and N2 is found maximum then cluster formation will be start from N2 for anti-clock wise cluster formation. Motivation of such starting is that these two nodes might not be same cluster. Staring from N2, cluster formation consequently advances assigning nodes into clusters considering vehicle capacity like standard Sweep. In such case N1 will be assigned in the last cluster. www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
B. Route Generation using VTPSO
VTPSO [15] is the recent swarm intelligence method to solve TSP extending Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In PSO, every particle represents a tour and changes its tour at every iteration with velocity calculated considering the best tour encountered before by itself (called as particle best) and the best tour encountered by the swarm (called as global best). Swap Sequence (SS) and Swap operator (SO) based operation is considered for velocity calculation. A SO indicates two cities in a tour those positions will be swapped. Suppose, a TSP problem has ten cities and a solution is 1-2-3-6-4-5-7-8-9-10. A SO (4, 6) gives the new solution S".
Here "+" means to apply SO(s) on the solution.
A swap sequence is made up of one or more swap operators.
Where, are the swap operators. Implementation of a SS means apply all the SOs on the solution in order. In traditional PSO, the new tour of TSP is considered after applying all the SOs of a SS and no intermediate measure is considered. On the other hand, VTPSO considers the calculated velocity SS as a tentative velocity and conceives a measure called partial search (PS) to apply calculated SS to update particle"s position (i.e., TSP tour).
VTPSO calculates velocity SS as like other PSO based methods. At each iteration step, it calculates velocity SS using (11) considering i) last applied velocity (v (t-1) ), ii) previous best solution of the particle (P i ), and iii) global best solution of the swarm (G).
Through PS technique, VTPSO measures performance of tours applying SOs of the calculated SS one after another, and the final velocity is considered for which it gives better tour. Therefore, PS technique explores the option of getting better tour considering the intermediate tours with a SS applying its SOs one by one. 
Where, ( ) provides the minimum tour cost among 1 < j ≤ n. The detailed description of VTPSO for TSP is available in [15] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
This section experimentally investigates the efficacy of proposed adaptive Sweep algorithm to cluster customers and VTPSO for route generation on a set of benchmark CVRP problems. A detailed observation has also given on a selected problem for better understanding of the way of performance improvement in proposed method.
A. Bench Mark Data and General Experimental Methodology
In this study, total 51 benchmark CVRPs have been considered from two different sets of Augerat benchmark problems which are A-VRP and P-VRP [16] . In A-VRP, number of customer (i.e., nodes) varies from 32 to 80, total demand varies from 407 to 932, number of vehicle varies from 5 to 10 and capacity of individual is 100 for all the problems. For example, A-n32-k5 has 32 customers and 5 vehicles. On the other hand, in P-VRP, number of customer varies from 16 to 101, total demand varies from 246 to 22500 and vehicle capacity varies from 35 to 3000. Tables I and II show the brief description of the A-VRP and P-VRP benchmark problems, respectively. Two numeric values in a problem name present the number of nodes and vehicles associated with the problem. The detailed description of the problems is available in provider"s website 1 . According to Tables I and II, the selected benchmark problems belong to large varieties in number of nodes, vehicles and demands; and therefore, provide a diverse test bed. 
B. Detailed Experimental Observation on a Selected Problem
This section presents detailed results for A-n53-k7 problem. In route optimization with VTPSO, the population size and number of iteration were set 100 and 200, respectively. For better understanding, experiments conducted for standard Sweep (Ɵ s= 0 0 ) along with adaptively selected angle. Fig. 2 is the graphical representation of the solutions of An53-k7 problem for standard Sweep plus VTPSO and adaptive Sweep plus VTPSO. In standard Sweep (Fig. 2(a) ) nodes are divided into eight clusters and Cluster 8 is for remaining three nodes having total demand 29 only although vehicle capacity is 100. On the other hand, total CVRP demand are fulfilled by seven clusters by adaptive Sweep through adaptively selected Ɵ s = 220.6 0 ( Fig. 2(b) ) to start from node 3. It is visible from the figure that angle difference between nodes 33 and 3 is large and both are relatively far from depot. It is observed from the figure that several clusters are common in both solutions. Clusters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of Fig. 2(a) are similar to clusters 7, 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Fig. 2(b) , respectively. On the other hand, nodes of clusters 1, 2 and 8 of Fig. 2(a) are optimally assigned into clusters 5 and 6 in Fig. 2(b) . With same VTPSO route optimization and summing up the individual tour costs, CVRP cost for standard Sweep and adaptive Sweep are 1174 and 1090, respectively. The figure clearly revealed the effectiveness of adaptive Sweep on CVRP outcome since both the cases VTPSO is used for individual vehicle route generation. 
C. Experimental Results and Performance Comparison
This section first identifies the proficiency of adaptive Sweep clustering over standard Sweep clustering in solving benchmark CVRPs. For the fair comparison, the population size and the number of iteration of VTPSO were 100 and 200, respectively. The selected parameters are not optimal values, but considered for simplicity as well as for fairness in observation. Finally, outcomes of the proposed method compared with the prominent methods.
Tables III and IV compare CVRP costs for clustering with standard Sweep and adaptive Sweep on A-VRP and P-VRP benchmark problems, respectively. Bottom of the tables shows average and Win/Draw/Lose summary. In adaptive Sweep, cluster formation starting angle is problem dependent and selected through proposed heuristic approach. Therefore, the starting angle is different for different problems as seen in the tables. On the other hand, standard Sweep is for only Sweep clustering with Ɵ s =0 0 . To identify the proficiency of proposed adaptive Sweep based approach, its outcomes have been compared with prominent CVRP methods. Among the selected methods, hybrid heuristic approach (HHA) [13] , Sweep + Cluster Adjustment [18] and Sweep nearest [19] are also used Sweep based clustering to assign nodes to different vehicles but followed different approaches for route generation of www.ijacsa.thesai.org individual vehicles. HHA [13] is the most recent CVRP method which used nearest neighbor method for route optimization. Centroid-based 3-phase [18] method is also considered in result comparison as it is found an effective method to solve similar benchmark CVRPs. The method follows three different steps: cluster formation with centroid based approach from the farthest point, centroid based cluster adjustment and finally route generation using Lin-Kernighan heuristic method. Tables V and VI The comparative results in Table VI identified the proposed adaptive Sweep + VTPSO as the best for P-VRP benchmark problems. The proposed method is shown the best for 10 cases out of 24 cases and achieved average cost of 637.17. The proposed method outperformed HHA, Centroidbased 3-phase, Sweep + Cluster Adjust, Sweep Nearest on 23, 12, 13 and 6 cases, respectively, out of 24 cases. It is notable that Sweep Nearest tested only 10 problems. Between two existing Sweep based methods, HHA outperformed proposed method only for P-n16-k8 that is very small sized problem. Finally, outcomes of the proposed method revealed the proficiency of adaptive Sweep in clustering and VTPSO in route optimizing.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A two-phase CVRP solving method has been investigated through clustering with proposed adaptive Sweep and individual vehicle route optimizing with VTPSO. Adaptive Sweep is the extension of popular Sweep clustering where starting angle of cluster formation is determined through a heuristic approach based on nodes angle differences as well as distances from the depot. The experimental results on the benchmark problems revealed that adaptive Sweep is better than standard Sweep. Finally, proposed adaptive Sweep plus VTPSO is identified as a prominent CVRP solving method when outcomes compared with related existing methods in solving a large number of benchmark problems.
There are several future potential directions that follow from this study. In this study, angle difference and distance from the depot are considered to select starting angle. Scheme including node demand in selection criteria might improve performance and remain as future study. Moreover, it might be interesting to incorporate such motivation of cluster formation in other cluster first route second CVRP methods.
